
Five ways states and IHEs can initiate effective working relationships are: 

1.  Develop a strategic plan for communication and collaboration (i.e., forming a higher educa‐
tion consortium, collaborative, or task force). 

2.  Identify potential institutions and faculty members for participation. 

3.  Contact the deans of the institutions for project notification, purpose, and invitation to par‐
ticipate. 

4.  Invite faculty to attend events deemed applicable by the state. 

5.  Provide on‐going follow up support to faculty members via information dissemination, pro‐
fessional development, and technical assistance as stated in the strategic plan. 

Shari Butler, an expert in connecting Reading First and higher education, describes her experience, 
“We had been developing and training in‐service teachers in SBRR [through the] Teacher Reading 
Academies.  Often during the trainings, teachers would say ‘I wish we had learned this in college.’  
State department personnel felt the same way and discussions began, regarding ways to get this in‐
formation to pre‐service teachers.”  She goes on to share “We identified IHE's that had an interest in 
participating by speaking with our colleagues. The first year, we only had 15 professors involved. We 
held two meetings to discuss the information in the academies and to identify ways to integrate the 
materials into our college courses. By the second year, we had professors asking to be involved in the 
project. As the project continued to grow we sent letters to deans and department heads ask‐
ing them to nominate participants.” 

What steps can IHEs and SEAs take to ensure that pre‐service teachers are trained in the principles of 
scientifically based reading instruction? There are many ways to approach this question, and, this 
section will show you four strategies and examples of how some states have started using them.  The 
four strategies include: supporting teacher educators, adjusting reading course syllabi, providing in‐
ternships or practicum opportunities, and collaborating with licensure departments.    

(See GETTING SBRR, Page 3)                                                                                                          
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Programs that prepare teachers and administrators play a key role in establishing new knowledge 
and skills in the profession. In order to implement and sustain evidence‐based reading programs, 
states will need to take action to ensure new teachers and administrators coming out of pre‐service 
institutions have an appropriate grounding in scientifically based reading research. This includes 
knowledge of effective instructional techniques, firm understanding of assessments and data utiliza‐
tion, and the qualities of an effective school‐wide reading model.  An on‐going, active, and reciprocal 
relationship between the state education agency (SEA) and the state’s institutions of higher educa‐
tion (IHEs) is necessary to produce highly qualified graduates that can utilize scientifically based read‐
ing instruction in their schools. 

How can states and IHEs develop effective relationships? 

FOR STATE LEADERS 

Reaching Out to Colleges and Universities to Align Pre-service 
Preparation with SBRR 
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Sustainability is the 
ability of a program 
to operate on its 
core beliefs and 
values (its reading 
culture) and use 
them to guide 
essential and 
inevitable program 
adaptations over 
time while 
maintaining 
improved outcomes. 

Adapted from Century 
and Levy, 2002  

 The Texas Reading First Higher Edu‐
cation Collaborative (HEC) is de‐
signed to engage faculty members 
from Texas colleges, universities, 
community colleges, and alternative 
certification programs in active ef‐
forts to improve the reading achieve‐
ment of Texas students. Established 
in 2000 with 15 faculty members 
from four institutions, HEC has 
grown quickly and now includes hun‐
dreds of educators from more than 
80 higher education institutions. In 
2003, HEC became an integral facet 
of the Texas Reading First Initiative. 
Faculty of educational administration 
and educational leadership programs  
joined the collaborative in 2005 to 
ensure that principals and other 
school administrators understand 
their important role in supporting 
scientifically based reading instruc‐
tion for all students. 

The Texas Higher Education Collabo‐
rative developed a HEC Procedures 
Manual, based on the activities of 
the HEC. The HEC works with the 
National Higher Education Collabora‐
tive, which has utilized the format 
and guiding principles of the HEC to 
promote collaboration with faculty in 
numerous other states.  The proce‐
dures manual might provide other 

states a model of collaboration 
among higher education institutions 
and a vehicle to provide support to 
IHE administrators and faculty as 
they integrate significant content, 
such as SBRR, into their teacher edu‐
cation programs and courses. 

A collaborative project initiated by a 
grant from the United States Depart‐
ment of Education, the Reading First 
Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) 
supports the implementation of 
SBRR at thirty‐one minority‐serving 
institutions. Although the original 
focus was on supporting minority‐
serving IHEs, the materials and re‐
sources of RFTEN have broad appli‐
cation with all teacher education 
programs.  The ultimate impact of 
the project is to improve the reading 
achievement of PreK‐12 students. 
The RFTEN special report on Inclusiv‐
ity and Exemplary Reading Instruc‐
tion: SBRR and the Pre‐service Prepa‐
ration of Minority Teachers  in‐
cludes useful survey instruments and 
tools used to help IHEs review their 
programs and coursework in an ef‐
fort to integrate research based 
reading practices.   

Learn More 
RFTEN Special Report: Licensure Tests and Effective Reading Instruction  

National Council on Teacher Quality:  What Education School Aren’t 
Teaching about Reading and What Elementary Teachers Aren’t Learning 

Processes and Systems to Support Higher 
Education 
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Getting SBRR Training for Pre-service Teachers (cont.) 

RMC Research Corporation 
1501 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1250 
Arlington, VA 22209 

This publication was created by RMC Research Corporation under contract ED04CO0041 
with the U.S. Department of Education. The views expressed herein do not necessarily 
represent the policies of the U.S. Department of Education. No official endorsement by the 
U.S. Department of Education of any product, commodity, or enterprise in this publication 
is intended or should be inferred. 

Support Teacher Educators 

Support teacher educators in incor‐
porating scientifically based reading 
research and instruction in their 
practice by providing pathways for 
information dissemination, techni‐
cal assistance, and the development 
of professional learning communi‐
ties. 

For example, in West Virginia, the 
Reading First director reported, 
“We have a Higher Education Sym‐
posium  twice a year, which we 
wrote into our grant, where we 
invite all reading faculty from all of 
our teacher education institutions 
and we keep them updated with 
Reading First. These meetings have 
evolved from me providing them 
with information from the state 
level to them participating in other 
scientifically based reading pro‐
jects.”  

Adjust Reading Syllabi 

Adjust reading course syllabi to re‐
flect the five components of read‐
ing, evidence‐based practices, and 
establishing an effective school 
wide reading model. 

The West Virginia director contin‐
ues, “I just assumed that our higher 
education faculty was using SBRR in 
setting up their courses, and when I 
became involved with the Higher 
Education Symposium, I found out 
very quickly that wasn’t the case.  

One of the first things we did with 
those universities was our Gap 
Analysis Project . At our first meet‐
ing, I did a little review with them on 
the purpose of why we were there 
and what we were doing.  Then if 
they were interested in me coming 
to their campus to talk to their read‐
ing faculty, I did.  But it was nothing 
that was imposed on them.  One of 
the institutions that chose to partici‐
pate was Marshall University.  We 
talked about things that must align in 
their coursework so their teachers 
would be properly trained to begin 
being teachers and we talked about 
questions that they might have along 
the way. 

Next we created a Gap Analysis Ma‐
trix .  We put all of those things that 
they would have to align down the 
left hand side.  They identified for 
me every course they taught that 
was a reading course or touched on 
reading.  Then I sat down for a pe‐
riod of two hours with the reading 
faculty who chose to participate and 
we decided where that topic was 
currently taught in which courses, 
and if it wasn’t where it needed to 
be taught. 

So what we asked them to do was 
not to develop new courses, but to 
think about where would be the best 
place to put that information in for 
their pre‐service teachers.  Eventu‐
ally what did happen was that some 
of them just totally redesigned some 
of their coursework.” 

Provide Internship or         
Practicum Opportunities 

Provide internship or practicum op‐
portunities to pre‐service teachers 
and administrators in schools that 
have instituted the tenets of Reading 
First.  

Collaborate with State          
Licensure Offices 

Collaborate with the state teacher 
licensure department to integrate 
scientifically based reading research 
into the teacher licensure require‐
ments 

In the words of a Reading First state 
director “We have been instrumental 
in working with the licensing for 
reading specialists.  If you look at our 
reading specialist licensing proce‐
dures, you will see Reading First all 
over the place.  The reading stan‐
dards are integrated into the licens‐
ing standards, which we worked hard 
to include scientifically based read‐
ing.” 
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Licensure Tests and Effective Reading Instruction


By Diana W. Rigden, PhD


Reading Matters. The Reading First Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) knows well 


the stark realities announced by the 2005 National Assessment of Educational Progress


(NAEP) reading assessment.  NAEP defines the “basic” level of reading as partial 


mastery of fundamental skills and knowledge and reported that thirty-three percent of U. 


S. fourth graders read at this level.  Moreover, another thirty-eight percent of fourth 


graders in the United States read at a “below basic” level. In eight of the 16 RFTEN 


states, the percentage of nine-year-olds reading below basic exceeds this national 


average.


The National Assessment of Adult Literacy report, issued in 2005, identified “Level 3” 


on a prose scale as the proficiency required for high-growth occupations and the 


minimum standard for success in today’s labor market.  It found that only half of the U.S. 


population, ages 16-65, has reached Level 3 in reading.


The crisis in U.S. reading skills has been reported for decades.  However, taking effective 


action for making sure that every child learns to read has, all too frequently, been slow, 


halting, or missing.


It is quite likely – indeed, even probable – that candidates can be licensed to teach 


elementary students in 2006 without demonstrating their proficiencies in essential reading 


instruction knowledge and skills derived from scientifically-based reading research 


(SBRR).  This assertion is warranted by evidence that only three of sixteen Reading First 


Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) states require prospective teachers to pass 


licensure tests that examine knowledge of effective reading practice based on sound 


research.


There appears to be a gap between the purposes of the Federal “Reading First” grant 


program—that elementary students learn to read proficiently—and state practices found 


in standards and licensure for new elementary teachers.  One might assume that if 


teaching reading skills were a state priority, it would be reflected in state Reading/English 


Language Arts Standards for K-4 students and state licensure requirements for 


elementary teachers.  Yet, only seven of the 16 RFTEN states have adopted student 


standards aligned with effective reading instruction as identified by scientifically-based 


reading research.  And only three RFTEN states – California, Virginia, and Tennessee –


have licensure tests that, if passed, assure them that elementary teachers have knowledge 


and instructional skills informed by SBRR and the National Reading Panel report of 


2000.


NCATE’s concern about this state of affairs led it to develop the RFTEN project.  I was 


asked by RFTEN to look specifically at state licensure tests in reading to determine how 


well these tests align with the components of effective reading instruction as identified by


scientifically-based reading research.
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The Base line for What Teachers Need To Know and Be Able To Do. In 2000, the 


National Reading Panel issued a report describing five components, each strongly 


supported by research, as essential in teaching children to read.  While these are not the 


only things a teacher needs to know and be able to do, they are the base line that every 


teacher must be able to master cold – the content teachers must know and be able to 


teach:


1
st


 is Phonemic Awareness, the ability to teach children to focus on and 


manipulate phonemes (the smallest units composing spoken language) in spoken 


syllables and words. Phonemic awareness and letter knowledge are the two best 


predictors of how well children will learn to read during the first two years of 


school.


2
nd


 is Phonics, teaching young readers explicitly and systematically to understand 


how letters are linked to sounds (phonemes) to form letter-sound 


correspondences, to recognize spelling patterns, and to apply this knowledge in 


reading.


3
rd


 is Reading Fluency, offering beginning readers repeated opportunities for 


guided oral reading to promote better word recognition, fluency, and 


comprehension.


4
th


 is Vocabulary Development, helping young readers increase their vocabulary 


knowledge through direct and indirect teaching, with repetition and multiple 


exposures to vocabulary items.


5
th


 is Reading Comprehension, teaching comprehension skills explicitly by 


demonstrating, explaining, modeling, and implementing specific cognitive 


strategies to help beginning readers derive meaning in both literary and 


nonliterary texts by intentional, problem solving, thinking processes.


Preparing New Teachers to Teach Reading.  To be effective in teaching children to 


read, classroom teachers need to know how students learn to read, how to teach students 


to read, how to judge how well students read, and how to strengthen students’ reading 


skills.  These four areas – acquisition, instruction, assessment, and remediation –


incorporate a myriad of other topics that include understanding what motivates students 


to read, differentiating instruction to students with varying needs, selecting reading 


materials and making assignments that will encourage students to read, and so on.  


Teacher education programs are encouraged to educate teacher candidates in the 


conceptual foundations of the reading process (including the historical evolution of 


English, phonological awareness, and reading research) and in linguistics and the 


structure of language.  In addition, candidates need supervised practice in teaching 


reading which includes opportunities to become proficient in fostering phonemic


awareness and knowing ways to teach letter name and shape recognition; introduce 
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regular sound-symbol patterns, letter clusters, and syllable types; and promote knowledge 


of word meanings and vocabulary development, among other things.


Reading Licensure Tests and What Teachers Need to Know. To examine how well 


teacher licensure tests align with reading research, I engaged the help of Joan Sedita, a 


recognized reading expert, author, and teacher trainer.  We reviewed the Educational 


Testing Service (ETS) “Test at a Glance” website information, expanded test 


specifications, and an actual instrument for each of the following teacher licensure tests 


in the PRAXIS series:


o Elementary Education: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment (0011)


o Elementary Education: Content Knowledge (0014)


o Introduction to the Teaching of Reading (0200)


o Reading Across the Curriculum: Elementary (0201)


o Middle School English Language Arts (0049)


We also reviewed test specifications and sample test information for three reading 


licensure tests developed by the National Evaluation Systems (NES) specifically aligned 


to teaching standards in three states:


o The Massachusetts Foundations of Reading (PreK-6), test 90


o California’s Reading Instruction Competence Assessment (RICA): Test 


Information and Sample Written Examination Form (2002)


o The Virginia Reading Assessment for Elementary and Special Education 


Teachers (2004)


We found that licensure tests developed specifically to measure a teacher candidate’s 


knowledge of reading instruction are generally well aligned with the essential 


components of effective instruction derived from scientifically-based reading research.  


The multiple-choice items on the three state reading licensure tests developed through the 


National Evaluation Systems (NES) explicitly measure how well a candidate understands 


the five components of successful reading instruction.  The multiple choice items on 


Praxis Test 0201, Reading Across the Curriculum: Elementary, developed by the 


Educational Testing Service, are aligned with SBRR.  By contrast, Praxis Test 0200, 


Introduction to the Teaching of Reading, is not aligned with SBRR findings.


This means that if licensure tests are the public assurance of teacher knowledge, then 


only four of the licensure tests we reviewed, three of them in RFTEN states, can serve to 


assure citizens that elementary teachers who pass them know how to teach reading


following SBRR findings.  Only Massachusetts, California, and Virginia through their 


own state-specific tests, and Tennessee, which requires Praxis Test 0201, are able to 


assure schools and districts that their new teachers have the training to be effective 


reading teachers.  Most states require future elementary teachers to take multi-subject


licensure tests that have few items directed explicitly to the teaching of reading (too few 


to serve as a valid measure) and those items are not closely aligned to the essential 


components of effective reading instruction as identified by SBRR.


Recommendations Based on this Analysis.  Good reading skills are the necessary 


foundation for a productive and satisfying life, and it is the responsibility of educators to 
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ensure that every individual learns to read.  That being the case, every lever at our 


disposal should be used to ensure that teachers have the knowledge and skills they need 


to be successful reading teachers.  States have an opportunity to align their education 


standards, requirements for teacher preparation programs, and licensure tests so that 


every teacher will be highly qualified in reading instruction.  NCATE has a unique 


opportunity, through its standards and review processes, to guide and influence the 


quality of teacher preparation programs in the United States.  Teaching reading 


effectively must be an instructional priority.


*To read the full report, On Licensure Alignment with the Essential Components of 


Effective Reading Instruction, visit www.RFTEN.org


The report discussed in this article was prepared as the conclusion of work conducted by a contractual 


agreement with NCATE as part of Reading First Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) activities supported 


by the U. S. Department of Education under grant # U215U0300004-05.  Any opinions, findings, 


conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author and do not necessarily 


reflect the views of NCATE, AACTE, or of the U. S. Department of Education.



http://www.RFTEN.org
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


WHEN SOME CHILDREN ARE LEARNING TO READ, THEY CATCH ON SO QUICKLY THAT IT APPEARS EFFORTLESS. 


IT DOES NOT SEEM TO MATTER WHAT READING CURRICULUM OR TEACHERS THEY ENCOUNTER, FOR THEY 


ARRIVE AT SCHOOL ALREADY POSSESSING THE IMPORTANT FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS. FOR OTHER CHILDREN, 


THOUGH, THE PATH TO LITERACY IS FAR MORE DIFFICULT AND BY NO MEANS ASSURED. IT MATTERS VERY 


MUCH WHAT CURRICULUM THEIR SCHOOLS USE AND WHO THEIR FIRST TEACHERS ARE. 


Over the last 60 years, scientists from many fields including psychology, linguistics, pediatrics, 
education, neurobiology, and even engineering have been studying the reading process. This sci-
ence of reading has led to a number of breakthroughs that can dramatically reduce the number of 
children destined to become functionally illiterate or barely literate adults. By routinely applying 
the lessons learned from the scientific findings to the classroom, most reading failure could be 
avoided. It is estimated that the current failure rate of 20 to 30 percent could be reduced to the 
range of 2 to 10 percent. 


To do so, elementary classrooms must incorporate certain research-based practices, including: 


■ Early identification of children at risk of reading failure.


■ Daily training in linguistic and oral skills to build awareness of speech sounds,  
or phonemes. 


■ Explicit instruction in letter sounds, syllables, and words accompanied by explicit instruction 
in spelling.


■ Teaching phonics in the sequence that research has found leads to the least amount of 
confusion, rather than teaching it in a scattered fashion and only when children encounter 
difficulty. 


■ Practicing skills to the point of “automaticity” so that children do not have to think about 
sounding out a word when they need to focus on meaning. 


Page One
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■ Concurrently with all of the above, building comprehension skills and vocabulary knowledge 
through reading aloud, discussing, and writing about quality children’s literature and 
nonfiction topics.


■ Frequent assessment and instructional adjustments to make sure children are  
making progress. 


Regardless of social class, race, or income, roughly a third of all kindergartners require this 
explicit, systematic approach to learn how to read.


Over the last few decades, scientists have set out to persuade educators and policymakers of the 
significance of these findings, urging them to put aside whatever notion they had of how reading 
should be taught to adopt these practices. Still, the resistance from many educators to change has 
been palpable.


Given this observed but not well documented resistance, the National Council on Teacher Quality 
(NCTQ) decided to examine what aspiring elementary teachers are learning about reading in-
struction during their formal undergraduate training. Accordingly, we undertook a unique effort 
to evaluate what education schools teach elementary teacher candidates about reading instruction 
by examining course syllabi and the texts that must be read for these courses. 


Our analysis provides a reasonable assessment and the most comprehensive picture to date of 
what elementary teacher candidates are learning—or failing to learn—about the teaching of 
reading. In reaching our conclusions, we understand that a course’s intended goals and topics as 
reflected by syllabi and texts may differ from what actually happens in the classroom. However, 
it is reasonable to assume that college professors give thought and consideration to their syllabi 
and course readings, which represent the intended structure of their courses and emphasize what 
they view as essential knowledge. Typically, the texts they assign capture the universe of knowl-
edge that the professor thinks is important. Less is apt to be covered in class than what the texts 
contain, not more. Also, a syllabus is more like a restaurant menu: It doesn’t tell diners whether 
the food or service is any good, but at least they’ll know what’s cooking in the back and whether 
to prepare their taste buds for a curry or fried chicken. 


We randomly selected a sample of 72 elementary education programs that mirror the admissions 
selectivity of the nation’s 1,271 higher education institutions that house elementary education 
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LOCATION OF EDUCATION SCHOOLS IN THE STUDY SAMPLE
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programs. Our sample, all randomly selected and representing schools of all types, constitutes 5.6 
percent of the institutions that offer elementary teacher certification. We restricted our analysis to:


1. Any reading course required of students who aspire to teach kindergarten through fifth grade. 
Depending on the institution or state, this parameter involved courses leading either to early 
childhood or elementary certification.


2. Required reading courses. We did not analyze elective coursework, as our purpose was to 
determine the reading instruction that institutions consider essential for aspiring teachers.


Our final sample included 223 required courses. We analyzed each of these courses to assess the 
degree to which the five components of effective reading instruction are taught: phonemic aware-
ness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. These are the five necessary components 
of good reading instruction identified in the review of research by the National Reading Panel report 
released in 2000. Here are our findings:


FINDING No. 1:
MOST EDUCATION SCHOOLS ARE NOT TEACHING THE SCIENCE OF READING. 


Almost all of the 72 institutions in our sample earned a “failing” grade, even though a passing 
grade was possible if a professor devoted less than 20 percent of the lectures to the science of 
reading. Institutions could receive a passing score if course materials merely referenced each of the 
five components of good reading instruction—without our knowing for certain if the science was 
taught correctly or adequately.


Education schools that provided exposure to all five components received a score of 100 per-
cent, while schools that taught only one out five components received a score of 20 percent. 
Schools that taught none of the five components received a zero. Some schools failed but their 
total score could not be computed because of missing or unavailable data. 


Even after we set the bar for passing so low, only 11 out of 72 institutions (15 percent) were 
found to actually teach all the components of the science of reading. 


Nearly a third of the institutions make no reference to reading science in any of their reading 
courses, even though many of these institutions require up to four reading courses.  


The table on page 6 lists the institutions, in alphabetical order within their group ranking.
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*These schools failed but a total score could not be computed.


HOW MUCH OF THE READING SCIENCE ARE  
EDUCATION SCHOOLS TEACHING?
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100%
Passed, adequately treated all  


five of the components 


Bethune Cookman College 13
Clarion University of Pennsylvania 59


Culver Stockton University 48
Emporia State University 30
Florida State University 11


Loyola University of Chicago 18
Rhode Island College* 62
Texas A&M University 66
University of Kentucky 34


University of North Carolina,  
Greensboro 54


University of Oklahoma 58


80%
Failed to treat adequately 1 of the 5 components 


Buena Vista University 27
College of Charleston 64


Northern Illinois University 19
Peru State College 49


Southern Utah University 67
University of Alabama 1
University of Miami 8


University of Wyoming 71


60%
Failed to treat adequately 2 of the 5 components


Bowie State University 39
Kennesaw State University 15
Mississippi State University 46


Northern Michigan University 41
Temple University 60


40%
Failed to treat adequately 3 of the 5 components 


Ball State University 23
Nyack College 53


Oakland University 44
Piedmont College 16
Rochester College 40
University of Florida 9


University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 70
Washington State University 69


20%
Failed to treat adequately 4 of the 5 components


Eastern Kentucky University 35
Indiana State University 24


Morehead State University 37
Northern Kentucky University 33


Purdue University 26
University of Central Florida 12


University of Connecticut 7
University of Kansas 32


University of Northern Iowa 29


0%
Failed to treat adequately any of the 5 components 


Adams State College 5
Arkansas Tech University 3
Bellarmine University 36


Connecticut College 6
Cornerstone University 43


Drury University 47
Eastern Illinois University 21


Elizabeth City State University 57
Fayetteville State University 55


Ferris State University 42
Illinois State University 22


Lander University 63
Middlebury College 68
Samford University 2


San Diego State University 4
Seton Hall University 51


Shippensburg University 61
Southern Illinois University,  


Carbondale 20
University of Iowa 28


University of Maine, Presque Isle 38
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 45


University of Southern Indiana 25
Valdosta State University 14


Also failed
The following schools failed but there were  
missing data in some components so that  


a point total could not be computed


East Tennessee State University 65
Ft. Hays State University 31


Northern Arizona University 72
Nova Southeastern University 10


University of Nevada, Las Vegas 50
University of North Carolina 56
University of West Georgia 17


Western New Mexico University 52


Unclear
Samford University 2


*At Rhode Island College, only early childhood 
teachers must take a course in the science of read-
ing. None of the required coursework for elementary  


teacher certification (grades 1-5) teaches the 
science of reading. 


EVIDENCE OF READING SCIENCE IN EDUCATION SCHOOLS?
THE NUMBERS LOCATED AFTER THE INSTITUTIONS INDICATE THEIR LOCATION ON THE MAP FOUND ON PAGE THREE. 
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FINDING No. 2:
EVEN COURSES CLAIMING TO PROVIDE A “BALANCED” APPROACH IGNORE THE SCIENCE OF READING. 


The notion of “balanced literacy,” which many institutions claim to promote, was developed in the 
1990s. This approach was an effort to retain the best practices of the whole language method 
(presumably preserving the important role of good literature) while injecting greater emphasis on 
decoding (phonemic awareness, phonics, and fluency). 


However, our analysis of courses revealed that this balance is rarely achieved. We searched our 
sample of 223 courses for courses that might be described as teaching balanced literacy, identifying 
93 that met our criteria. Only 9 percent of this subset devoted lecture time to teaching the science of 
reading as even one of several approaches that teachers might need to know.


These findings paint a discouraging picture. Almost all of the professors who say their intention is 
to provide a “balanced” approach never acknowledge that there is a science of reading. 


FINDING No. 3: 
CHARACTERISTICS SUCH AS NATIONAL ACCREDITATION DO NOT INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT AN 
EDUCATION SCHOOL IS MORE LIKELY THAN OTHERS TO TEACH THE SCIENCE OF READING. 


We paired the 13 schools in the sample that are not accredited by the National Council for the 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) with 13 other schools in our sample. These 13 pairs 
are each similar in the number of teachers they produce, the selectivity of the institution, and the 
reading standards in their states. The NCATE schools do no better than the non-NCATE schools. 


We examined the schools for correlation on other measures: the number of teachers an institution 
produces each year, the level of its selectivity, its status as either public or private, and its level of 
minority enrollment. None of our tests yielded any significant correlations, suggesting that none of 
these variables make it either more or less likely that an institution will teach the science of reading. 


FINDING No. 4: 
PHONICS IS TAUGHT MORE FREQUENTLY THAN ANY OTHER COMPONENT OF READING INSTRUCTION, 
SUGGESTING THAT IDEOLOGICAL RESISTANCE TO THE “PHONICS CAMP” DOES NOT FULLY EXPLAIN WHY 
THE SCIENCE IS BEING IGNORED. 
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We also analyzed courses to determine which individual components of good reading instruction 
(phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension) were taught with the most 
regularity. Our findings suggest that some college professors may not be teaching the science of 
reading, not just because they are ideologically opposed to the science, but because they may be  
reluctant to teach what they themselves do not know. 


As evidence of that possibility, NCTQ discovered that the two “newest” components of good 
reading instruction—phonemic awareness and fluency—were broached in the fewest classes, 
just one in 20. In contrast, phonics, long the linchpin of reading, was taught in one out of seven 
classes, with slightly more frequency than comprehension, arguably the hallmark component for 
the whole language approach. See chart on page nine.


That being said, ideological opposition to the science is by far the most likely reason for its neglect. 
Six out of seven courses do not even broach phonics, despite its long history as a critical component 
of reading instruction.


FINDING No. 5: 
MUCH OF CURRENT READING INSTRUCTION IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE SCIENCE. 


Many reading teachers and textbooks describe the process of becoming a reader as a natural, 
organic process, though there is no scientific basis supporting such a view for any child, even for 
children who seem to find it easy to learn how to read. Many courses indicate that exposing 
children to literature that speaks to their own experience will spark a natural development of 
reading skill; the right motivation is sufficient to build skill. However, these assertions are also 
unsupported by scientific evidence.


FINDING No. 6: 
TEACHER EDUCATORS PORTRAY THE SCIENCE OF READING INSTRUCTION AS ONE APPROACH THAT IS NO 
MORE VALID THAN OTHERS. 


The decision about how best to teach reading is repeatedly cast as a personal one, to be decided 
by the aspiring teacher. All methods are presented as being equally valid, and how one teaches 
reading is merely a decision about what works best for the individual teacher. An illustrative 
example makes the point. The course syllabus at a large western state university states: “While all 
teachers operate under various constraints, you will ultimately develop your own theories about 
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how best to teach reading and writing.” Assertions like this run contrary to what scientific study 
tells us is best for instruction, but they are not unusual to find in the course syllabi.


FINDING No. 7: 
MANY COURSES REFLECT LOW EXPECTATIONS, WITH LITTLE EVIDENCE OF COLLEGE-LEVEL WORK. 


Teacher educators make too few demands on their students. Research papers that encourage or 
require aspiring teachers to present anyone’s perspective other than their own are a rarity. In 
a randomly selected subsample of 75 syllabi, only eight (11 percent) courses required any sort 
of research paper. Most writing assignments generally call for the students’ own feelings and 
observations. The most common assignment is a “literacy memoir,” which asks students to reflect 
on how they themselves learned to read as young children.


Further, no effort to develop practical application of knowledge is evident. Students rarely have to 
demonstrate their knowledge by writing and delivering lesson plans that apply the tools of reading 
instruction in a classroom setting. 


Many professors place more emphasis on keeping their courses fun than on learning. This approach 
results in activities in which students rely on their own devices to teach literacy rather than on 
learning how to use well-tested, scientifically sound approaches. We found a typical example of 
this entertainment approach at a mid-Atlantic public university: “After reading the book, design 
an original cover for it. Construct reading comprehension questions. Make a commercial that 
convinces others to buy and read the book. Make a diorama of the book.” Too many young teachers 
are entering the field of teaching having been required to do nothing more sophisticated than the 
same arts and crafts projects they did as young children. 


FINDING No. 8: 
THE QUALITY OF ALMOST ALL READING TEXTBOOKS IS POOR. THEIR CONTENT INCLUDES LITTLE TO NO HARD 
SCIENCE, AND IN FAR TOO MANY CASES THEY ARE INACCURATE AND MISLEADING. 


Of the 227 texts that were required reading, literacy experts were able to identify only four that 
would be acceptable as general textbooks for a reading course because they incorporated the science 
of reading. These four acceptable texts were used in only eleven of 223 courses. 
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THE RATINGS FOR TEXTS
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FINDING No. 9: 
THERE IS NO AGREEMENT IN THE FIELD ABOUT WHAT CONSTITUTES “SEMINAL” TEXTS.


Another problem is fragmentation in the field of reading instruction. In contrast to most other 
fields, where professionals generally agree on a core of seminal texts, no single reading text, no 
matter what its approach, was assigned in more than a handful of the courses we examined, and 
only a tiny fraction of texts were read in more than a single class. Teacher educators clearly have 
not reached any sort of consensus about a single scholar or text that serves as essential reading in 
the field. In truth, the field is a free-for-all. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Given the strength of the scientific research in reading instruction, there is genuine cause for 
concern that only one in seven education schools appears to be teaching elementary teacher 
candidates the science of reading. Perhaps in 20 years, with some perspective, we will not be 
surprised to find that it took several decades for the science of reading to be absorbed into main-
stream thinking and practice. But that kind of long-term perspective will mean that yet another 
generation of children will have been deprived of the benefits of the science. 


Fortunately, there are practical remedies, none of which are excessively complicated or costly. The 
response falls to no single group but includes states, membership organizations such as NCATE 
and AACTE, the federal government, textbook publishers, and education schools themselves.


STATES 
STATES NEED TO DEVELOP BOTH STRONG READING STANDARDS AND LICENSING TESTS BASED ON THOSE 
STANDARDS. 


If new teachers were required to pass a stand-alone test in reading instruction as a condition of 
licensure, school districts could be assured of hiring new teachers who already possess fundamental 
knowledge of good reading instruction. 


Many states lag well behind the federal government’s commitment to reading science. While 29 
states require reading courses, many remain silent on what those courses should contain. A reading 
coursework requirement, while worthwhile, is not as important as articulating strong standards, 
then backing them up with a test. Together, standards and tests create an effective system of ac-
countability for both education schools and teacher candidates. Massachusetts and Virginia stand 
out for the quality of their reading tests.


MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
EDUCATION SCHOOLS THAT DO NOT TEACH THE SCIENCE OF READING SHOULD NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR 
ACCREDITATION. 
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Accrediting agencies, including the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education 
(NCATE), the Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC), and various regional accrediting 
bodies, should serve as messengers for reform, but, more importantly, should deny accreditation to 
schools that do not teach the science of reading. 


AACTE NEEDS TO BE AN ACTIVE CHAMPION FOR THE SCIENCE OF READING, PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS TO RETOOL THEIR SKILLS. 


AACTE can and should shift from its somewhat passive role, in which it does little to dissuade 
its members from neglecting the reading science, to take on the role of educator and champion for 
adopting the science. 


THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
■ ELEMENTARY TEACHERS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO PASS A TEST IN READING TO ACHIEVE “HIGHLY  


QUALIFIED TEACHER” STATUS. 


■ EDUCATION SCHOOLS SHOULD BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE TITLE II PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUNDS 
TO IMPROVE FACULTY EXPERTISE IN READING. 


Given some states’ leisurely efforts in reforming their own approaches to reading, the next reau-
thorization of No Child Left Behind (anticipated in 2007-08) should require states to include 
a test of reading knowledge among the tests that are now required of all new elementary teachers. 
Also, the federal government is currently allocating roughly $3 billion per year through Title 
II to provide teachers with professional development to meet the goals of No Child Left Behind. 
Federal funds could be wisely directed toward allowing college faculty members to update their 
knowledge and skills in reading, as well as toward hiring adjunct professors who are already 
sufficiently knowledgeable. 


TEXTBOOK PUBLISHERS 
PUBLISHERS NEED TO IDENTIFY LEGITIMATE EXPERTS IN THE FIELD AND HIRE THEM TO DEVELOP AND WRITE 
BETTER READING TEXTBOOKS. 


Reading courses for future teachers are dependent upon the ready availability of good texts that 
provide accurate and comprehensive material. New textbooks that present proven principles of 
literacy development, why some children have difficulty, and the instructional practices that science 
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has found most effective are desperately needed. Publishers need to identify good authors and 
content experts in the field who are sufficiently knowledgeable of the science to develop compre-
hensive textbooks. 


EDUCATION SCHOOLS 
EDUCATION SCHOOLS NEED TO BUILD FACULTY EXPERTISE IN READING.


Education schools need to acknowledge that they may not have the expertise to deliver coursework 
that provides a strong grounding in the science of reading. They may need to both hire new faculty 
members and provide current faculty members with professional development that retools teacher 
educators across the nation. 


As opportunities arise for hiring new faculty members in reading-related fields, education schools 
need to make reading expertise a priority. Candidates with clearly demonstrated knowledge of 
the science of reading should be given hiring priority. Only by bringing on new faculty members 
who are well versed in sound reading instruction and by providing current faculty members with 
substantive professional development can institutions hope to improve reading instruction for 
future teachers. 
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CONCLUSION


While more research is always needed to improve our understanding of reading (particularly 
reading comprehension), the issue of what to include in an effective reading instruction course is 
settled. The question that now must be addressed is: How can we ensure that education programs 
are effectively teaching future teachers the basic components of reading instruction? Future teachers 
need the knowledge and skills to understand sound reading strategies for themselves and to be able 
to transmit these to their students. With the scientific discoveries that began over a half-century 
ago, we now have the good fortune of holding the keys to the locks that bar far too many children 
from having full access to society. It is time to put the keys in the locks and start turning them. 
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NATIONAL COUNCIL ON TEACHER QUALITY 
1225 19th Street N.W., Suite 800 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Tel 202 222-0561  Fax 202 222-0570  Web www.nctq.org


The National Council on Teacher Quality advocates for reforms in a broad range of teacher policies at the federal, state, 
and local levels in order to increase the number of effective teachers.


Our dedication to transparency. In support of our mission, we are committed to increasing public aware-
ness about the three sets of institutions that have the greatest impact on teacher quality: state departments 
of education, teacher preparation programs, and teacher unions.


Subscribe to NCTQ’s free monthly electronic newsletter, Teacher Quality Bulletin, to stay abreast of trends in federal, 
state, and local teacher policies and the events that help to shape them. 
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Analyzing the RFTEN Site Visit Reports            


Inclusivity and Exemplary Reading Instruction: 
SBRR and the Preservice Preparation of Minority Teachers


Section I. Introduction


This report describes and summarizes the evaluations and compilations to
date of site visit reports submitted over one and a half years by Quality
Assurance Coaching Consultants (QACCs) affiliated with the Reading First
Teacher Education Network (RFTEN). A collaborative project supported by a 4.5
million dollar grant from the United States Department of Education, RFTEN
supports the implementation of scientifically based reading research (SBRR) at
thirty-one minority-serving institutions. The key collaborators for the RFTEN
Project are the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, the
Vaughn Gross Center for Reading and Language Arts at the University of Texas
at Austin, and the National Institute for Child Health and Human Development.
The ultimate impact of the project is to improve the reading achievement of P-12
students.


Although preventing reading failure has become a national priority, the
current state of reading achievement for minority students is abysmal. Louisa
Moats in Teaching Reading Is Rocket Science (1999) writes that scientists now
estimate that 95% of all students can be taught to read. Yet, the rate of reading
failure for African-American, Hispanic, limited-English speakers, and poor
children ranges from 60 to 70%. On NAEP reading tests for 4  graders, onlyth


12% of African American and 14% of Latino students reach proficient or
advanced levels (Haycock, 2003, 2003a). The future success of all students
depends upon their ability to become proficient readers; yet, far too many
students have trouble reading and writing. Further, once students fall behind in
learning to read, few of them catch up unless they receive intensive instruction.


Education leaders and teacher are keys in eradicating this high level of
failure. In Good Teaching Matters (1998), Katie Haycock of the Education Trust
posits that our neediest students have been deprived of having a highly qualified
teacher. That "if we only took the simple step of assuring that poor and minority
children had qualified teachers, about half of the achievement gap would
disappear” (p. 2). She states that  education leaders must focus on developing
qualified teachers–teachers who have sufficient knowledge of the subjects they
teach and who are effective in helping students learn-if they want to close the
achievement gap.


In The Real Value of Teachers (2004), Kevin Carey takes an intense look
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at “Using New Information about Teacher Effectiveness to Close the
Achievement Gap.” He reports that researchers examining the Tennessee data
over time have concluded that teacher effectiveness is the “single biggest factor
in influencing gains in achievement, an influence bigger than race, poverty,
parent’s education, or any of the other factors that are often thought to doom
children to failure” (p. 4).


Hunt & Carroll in No Dream Denied (2003) assert that “the issue of
whether the nation’s children will have quality teaching is squarely in the hands
of educational leaders at the state and local levels” (p.8). The American Council
on Education Presidents' Task Force on Teacher Education laid a framework for
college and university leaders to provide the leadership necessary for reforming
educator preparation at their institutions. Actions detailed in To Touch the
Future: Transforming the Way Teachers Are Taught (2002) were laid primarily at
the state, system, and campus levels where the real work always has been and
will continue to be. Further, “action and change are most likely to occur when
they are driven by committed, high-level campus and system leaders who
dedicate their influence, tenacity, skills, and time to generating reform” (p.13).


To close the achievement gap requires a change in the culture of schools
and a change in the culture of teaching. Michael Fullan in the May 2002 issue of
Educational Leadership says that this change is the main work of leadership and
calls it reculturing. For this reculturing to be sustained, it must have an
environment built on “collective experience based on exchange and collaboration
in real-life, pertinent situations.”  With teachers being the single most important
factor in helping students learn, then leaders of teachers must partner with them
in developing the necessary climate and conditions for changing behaviors.


Achieving the goal of having effective teachers who demonstrate
command of the subject matter they teach requires teachers to have strong
preparation in effective pedagogical practice. Demonstrating high academic
performance is a P-16 responsibility. Partners must engage collaboratively in
professional learning communities in which teachers and leaders work together
and focus on student learning. Toward this end and out of this need, the Reading
First Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) was born.


In the RFTEN process, Quality Assurance Coaching Consultants
(QACCs), who are reading and education experts, visit the participating
institutions once a semester to assist administrators in formulating plans and
implementing SBRR. The QACCs conduct interviews, engage in discussion,
examine documents, and visit elementary schools to determine the
school/college/department’s capacity to support and sustain change regarding
the implementation of SBRR. Specific questions guided the QACCs’ report. This
report seeks to answer those questions collectively for the participating
institutions and is divided into five sections:  
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(1) introduction to the report; 
(2) a short narrative summarizing the RFTEN Project; 
(3) a description of the external evaluation and review of the site reports; 
(4) a discussion of findings based upon the external reviews that is
     divided into three parts--question #1 for site visits 1, 2, and 3; next,
     questions 2-6 for site visits 1; and then questions 2-6 for site visits 2
     and 3; and 
(5) concluding observations and recommendations. 


The purpose of this analysis is to determine the effectiveness of the project to
support and institutionalize change regarding the implementation of SBRR
among its participating institutions.


Section II. Project Summary


The Reading First Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) began in 2003 to
strengthen teaching preparation in reading in thirty-one (31) minority-serving
institutions. The project’s need is substantiated in a literature review (see
appendix) that highlights  minorities’ achievement gap in reading, specifically
African Americans (NAEP, 2000). In an era of accountability, the teacher and the
quality of instruction are bearing increased scrutiny regarding this issue.


Recent studies in Tennessee, Boston, Alabama and Dallas find dramatic
differences between the achievement or performance of students who are
assigned quality teachers versus the performance of students who are not
assigned quality teachers (Haycock, 1998). In these studies, quality teachers
were defined as those who successfully passed the state literacy examinations
(Ferguson, 1997) and those specifically prepared to teach specific content areas
such as mathematics and science (Craig & Ingersoll, 2002.)  Therefore, it does
not take a huge inferential leap to conclude that teachers well prepared to teach
reading would enhance the reading achievement of their students. 


It is well accepted that reading well is an important skill that effects
learning in all subjects.  Before students and teachers can be successful in
mathematics, science, or any other content area, they must be skilled readers.
Poor reading hampers one’s quality of life and reading difficulties have been
correlated with more serious consequences such as adult criminal behavior,
juvenile delinquency, homelessness, and poverty. A large number of minorities
teaching in public schools earn their bachelor degrees in minority-serving
institutions and a significant proportion of these teachers teach minority students
in hard-to-staff schools.  Therefore, the preservice preparation of these teachers
in scientifically based reading instruction would be an important step in impacting
the reading achievement of P-12 students and reducing the consequences of
poor reading ability mentioned earlier. In order for that to occur, college faculty,
the teacher educators, have to include scientifically based reading research in
the teacher preparation curriculum.
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To achieve that end, the objectives of the RFTEN project were:


1. to increase the knowledge of participating college presidents and deans
about SBRR and to infuse the teacher preparation curriculum with effective
research based practices in the teaching of reading


2. to select participating institutions based upon productivity, quality of faculty,
institutional profile, commitment, and state/regional benchmarks.


3. to train reading faculty by sponsoring collaborative seminars providing
information about the components of SBRR


4. to foster learning communities among reading faculty and reading
consultants along with support from an Online Teacher Reading Academy


To achieve the project’s goals and objectives, the following activities were
implemented


(RFTEN Fact Sheet 1):


1. RFTEN personnel and consultants provided seminars on SBRR and helped
integrate instructional strategies into the reading curriculum at the
participating institutions


2. Consultants from the Vaughn Gross Center for Reading and Language Arts
conducted collaborative working sessions to share ideas and strategies for
developing a plan for aligning reading courses with SBRR instruction and
revising existing curriculum


3. Quality Assurance Coaching Consultants who are reading and education
experts, visited each campus and reviewed institutional action plans to
assure that SBRR was being implemented in education programs


4. Reading instructors at the RFTEN institutions taught and modeled SBRR
strategies.  The faculty supervised practice opportunities for pre-service
elementary teachers as they gain field experience.


5. RFTEN engaged professors who prepared teachers in a series of
collaborative seminars designed to enhance their knowledge of scientifically
based reading strategies which are incorporated into their curriculum and
instructional practices.


This report analyzed the reports submitted by the Quality Assurance
Coaching Consultants after their site visits to participating institutions and the
reviews conducted by external evaluators. The reviews of the site visit reports by
the external evaluators are discussed below.
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Section III. The Evaluation and Review of the Site Visit Reports


For two days, fourteen education and reading experts convened at the
office of the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education to read,
review, and evaluate the reports submitted by the QACCs using the appropriate
rubrics. A training session was conducted on how to use the rubrics and the site
report evaluation form (see appendix for rubrics and the site report evaluation
form).
 


The Quality Assurance Coaching Consultants submitted a total of 79
reports averaging three visits per institution or one visit per semester over a one
and a half-year time span that were reviewed by the external evaluators. If the
institution became a participant in the third year only, only one report or the first
site visit report was submitted.  Seven institutions fell in that category. Therefore,
this report reflects the review of 72 reports.  


Questions for Site Visit  Reports #1, 2, 3


The external evaluators’ review of reports submitted by the QACCs for the
three site visits were used in this analysis of Question #1 which follows:


1. Evaluate the status of the institutional/administrative support for SBRR at the
participating institution. What evidence is or is not revealed to demonstrate
the involvement of the administration?


Remaining Questions Site Visits #1: 2-6


For the first site visit, the external evaluators reviewed and analyzed twenty-
seven reports that were submitted by the QACCs. The following questions
guided the evaluation of the reports for the site visits #1 and the site reports’
evaluation form. Evaluators were asked to cite evidence to support their
determinations.


2. Evaluate the status of a learning community established by the administration
within the unit through collaboration with faculty responsible for teacher
candidates’ learning.


3. Evaluate the level of provisions that have been made to sustain the training of
pre-service candidates in the area of reading.


4. Evaluate the level of planning for extending SBRR training to other faculty
within the school/college/department who are responsible for the preparation
of preservice teachers.
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5. Evaluate the status of the assessment system that exists for evaluating
courses, programs, and clinical experiences. Specify changes have occurred
within the past three years within the unit.


6. Evaluate the status of teacher candidate licensure data maintenance and use
for evaluating and improving programs.


Remaining Questions for Site Visits #2 & 3:  2-6


In some instances the participating institution enrolled during the second
year and had only two site visits, a first year site visit and a second year site visit.
In this instance, only the second site visit was included for analysis.  For three
institutions, the external evaluators submitted an evaluation for question #6
separately, which increased the number of observations by three for that
question only.  


The external evaluators’ review of forty-five reports submitted by the
QACCs for the second and third site visits were used in this analysis.  The
following questions guided the evaluation of the reports for the second and third
site visits and the site reports’ evaluation form.


2. Evaluate the status of the degree of SBRR implementation in the institution’s
reading program.  What evidence is or is not revealed to demonstrate these
efforts?


3. Evaluate the status of the use of available resources at the participating
RFTEN institution.  What evidence is or is not revealed to demonstrate these
efforts?


4. Evaluate the level of opportunities that teacher candidates have to practice
SBRR in real classroom settings.  What evidence is or is not revealed to
demonstrate these efforts?


5. Evaluate the level of institutional change that the participating RFTEN
institution has undergone since the implementation of RFTEN?  What
evidence is or is not revealed to demonstrate these efforts?


6. Evaluate the level of institutional capacity building that the participating
institution has undergone since the implementation of RFTEN.  What
evidence is or is not revealed to demonstrate these efforts?


In addition, each evaluator was requested to identify any recurring
themes, any significant findings, and to provide a summary of the overall quality
of the site report.
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Section IV. Discussion of Findings


Question 1 – Site Visits #1, 2, 3  
 


The data and/or summaries presented in this question answer the first
question posed by the summative evaluation of each report by the external
evaluators. Where duplicity or a conflicting evaluation was demonstrated by the
external reviewers, the actual site report was reviewed by the writer of this report
for clarity.


1. What was the institutional/administrative support for SBRR?


Institutional/administrative support for SBRR was assessed across each of
the three site visits. According to the site reports, strong administrative and
institutional support was evident in the majority of the institutions visited.
Institutions were evaluated on the following scale: 1-unacceptable-the
president’s or provost’s support could not be ascertained; 2-acceptable-the
president or provost is supportive of the project; and 3-target-the president or
provost is actively engaged in the project and is able to discuss the scope of the
project and the degree to which SBRR is being implemented in his/her institution.
The scale is further defined in the rubric located in the appendix. In site visits 1
(readiness to support SBRR change), eighty-five percent of the institutions
received an evaluation of acceptable or better. During the second site visit, one
can see a considerable increase from the acceptable to the target level from site
visit 1 to site visit 2. In site visit 2, forty-six percent received the highest
evaluation (target) in this category.  As shown in table 1, the level of institutional
support at the acceptable level or better increased from site visit 2 to site visit 3
from 84% to 89%. 


Table 1. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Institutional
Support


Visit Ratings
1-Unacceptable 2-Acceptable 3-Target


Site Visit #1 (4)  15% (14) 52% (9) 33%
Site Visit #2 (4)  16% (9)  38% (11) 46%
Site Visit #3 (2)  11% (7)  39%  ( 9) 50%


Site Visit #1  N=27


Site Visit #2  N=24


Site Visit #3  N=18
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Strong administrative support was also noted in the following ways:
C Twenty-two presidents attended the national meeting of the project and are


members of the project’s advisory board.
C The RFTEN faculty representative was given release time or a reduced


courseload to facilitate the project.
C The RFTEN coordinator was provided office space to manage the project.
C The president requested written reports of the project’s progress.
C The dean observed reading classes and personally monitored the project’s


progress.
C The VPAA placed RFTEN activities on the university calendar for the


academic year.
C The dean was allowed to hire reading faculty members.
C The deans of the College of Education and the College of Arts and Sciences


developed a Professional Education Unit to provide support for the infusion of
SBRR and to train faculty.


C The president participated in a campus-based conference for faculty involved
in RFTEN.


C The president invited a RFTEN faculty member to serve on the university-
wide leadership team as a liaison between the College of Education and the
university administration.


C The president authorized the establishment of a Reading First Curriculum
Laboratory.


C The VPAA provided financial resources for professional travel and campus-
based reading conferences.


C A president presented at a national RFTEN meeting.
C The institution’s president nominated the project on its campus for state and


national awards.
C The president participated in the after school RFTEN program by reading to


the children.
C The administration  provided faculty with funding for local, state, and national


meetings and conferences for professional development; faculty attended
and presented at national conferences.


C The administration provided funding for instructional materials to support the
reading program.


In instances where the administrative support was not specifically
identified, administrative support appeared to be sublime. The administrators
were aware of the project but were not actively engaged in the project. However,
the project was not discouraged. Rather, the monitoring of the project was
relegated to an administrative assistant at the academic affairs level or a
department head. Sixteen percent of the institutions did not meet the criterion for
adequate administrative and institutional support. In these institutions the reports
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indicate the involvement of the president or his/her designee was minimal. In
these four institutions--a large research institution, a mid-size state institution,
and two small liberal arts institutions—the president or other administrators were
not interviewed and there was a strong implication the upper administration was
not aware of the project. However, this may be due to the institution’s culture in
which the president’s office is not actively engaged in the institution’s academics
and prefers those matters to be handled by vice presidents or deans. At the
large research institution, the faculty member was primarily responsible for the
project and formed alliances with colleagues for its successful implementation. 
The dean was only minimally involved. At the state institution, the dean was
aware of the project but had not attended a RFTEN meeting and again was only
minimally involved. The faculty representatives were primarily responsible for the
project’s implementation.         


Questions 2-6 –  Site Visits #1


2. Has the administration established a learning community within the unit
through collaboration with faculty responsible for teacher candidates’
learning?


Table 2 shows 85% of the institutions met the acceptable and target
criteria for having established a collaborative learning community with almost
equal proportions at acceptable and target. Practice at the acceptable level
indicated collaboration within the unit and across arts and sciences. The target
level extended this learning community collaboration throughout the P-12
community. 


Table 2. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Learning
Community 
Visit Ratings


Unacceptable Acceptable Target
Site Visit #1 (4) 15% (11) 41% (12)   44%


Site Visit #1  N=27


Some sample evidences follow: 
C President is involved with the university’s RFTEN initiative with a local


elementary school. This high level of involvement by the university president
with a local school elementary indicates a desire by the university to create a
more inclusive learning community


C A real boon to the concept of community is the cross-program teaching of
several faculty members (a speech-language pathologist giving coursework
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on phonology, for example, to prospective teachers, etc).  Several faculty
members (different program areas) team-teach a course.  


C Establishmeni an Early Learning Center with the collaboration of faculty
inside and outside of the Department of Education.  


C Learning community faculty participate in town meetings, convocations, and
field and practicum collaborative placements. 


C Professional Development Schools, summer institutes, and Intern workshops
have contracts and memoranda of agreement between partners. Field
experiences  are inclusive of tutoring that extends into the community.


C “Parental Options and Opportunities Activities Program” involves regular
discussions with the P-12 community, parents, students and faculty
coordinated by a campus-wide, joint effort of the School of Education and
Social Work.


C All teacher education candidates including RFTEN reading first elementary
teacher education candidates complete their clinical work in professional
development schools.


C Staff from the 13 partner sites were incorporated in the implementation of the
program.


C Faculty meet bi-monthly to share information from conferences and PDS’s.


3. What provisions have been made to sustain the training of pre-service
candidates in the area of reading?


The primary evidence sought from institutions for sustainability of this
literacy initiative during their first site visit was a plan detailing outcomes and/or
documents revealing implementation of the plan. Within this plan, one should
see when the RFTEN faculty representative would revise course syllabi with
feedback from the VGCRLA reading consultant. Further, one should see when
selected field and clinical experiences would be implemented in school
environments that incorporated an SBRR approach or partnering with a Reading
First school.


Table 3 shows 74% of the institutions met the acceptable and target
criteria for having made provisions to sustain the training of pre-service
candidates in the area of reading with the largest proportion at the acceptable
level. It is noteworthy that 26% of the institutions were at the unacceptable level.
A deeper look within the analysis showed that the majority of the institutions at
this level occurred during the first round of site visits. The second and third round
of first visits had only one institution at the unacceptable level.
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Table 3. External Evaluators Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Sustainability for
Training of Candidates


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #1 (7)  26% (16)  59%  (4) 15%
Site Visit #1  N = 27


Curricular evidence cited included:
C Revised all curriculum content, revised syllabi, course survey, and


evaluations. These changes carry over to the clinical experience as
evidenced by the monthly meetings that occur with local partners and an
increase in the number of hours in the clinical experiences.


C Updated syllabi include components of phonics, phonemic awareness,
fluency, vocabulary development and text comprehension.


C RFTEN faculty representative has revised course syllabi based on feedback
from the VGCRLA.


C RFTEN program created three additional reading courses.
C RFTEN coordinator-integrated the Reading First program into the graduate


level reading courses.
C Identified and acquired state-of-the-art technology resources and support


materials to support SBRR. 


When field and clinical experience evidence were cited, they were in
connection with the public schools. For example, clinical experiences and
workshops that emphasize reading are completed in public schools. Clinical
experience is carried out in Reading First schools sites.


Other sustainability efforts extended into greater collaborative ventures.
C At least two workshops were held annually for parents that enhance their


ability to assist children and reinforce instruction provided by teachers.
C Collaboration occurred among state reading reform project, state department


of education reading initiative, and local projects.
C Pre-service candidates participated in developing extended programs in


reading instruction, such as after school tutoring, parent/family literacy, Head
Start, and other child care providers in the community, encouraging parental
involvement.


C Requirements met the state’s SBRR mandates for the certification of
elementary school teachers.


C Release time was provided for reading research and establishing a reading
clinic.
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In addition to all the other plan elements, the target level for sustainability
included an item addressing an expectation that faculty have knowledge of
SBRR. Some institutions met this level by including the need for new faculty. A
reading instructor with a Ph.D. was hired. Two new faculty members with
expertise in literacy were hired as well as a faculty member(s) who specialized in
reading.


4. To what extent does a plan exist for extending SBRR training to
other faculty within the SOE who are responsible for the preparation
of preservice teachers?


The RFTEN faculty representative received training at the acceptance of
participation in the project and throughout its duration. Project expectation for
others involved preparing educators to gain this knowledge. The RFTEN faculty
representative could share the knowledge as well as access professional
development from the VGCRLA reading consultant. So, the primary evidence
sought from institutions was evidence of a plan with timelines for extending
SBRR training to other faculty within the school of education (SOE). Table 4
shows 52% of the institutions were rated as unacceptable at the first site visit.
The unacceptable level had the highest number in each cycle of the three site
visits #1.


Table 4. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Extending SBRR
Training to Other Faculty


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #1 (14) 52% (10) 37% (3) 11%
Site Visit #1  N = 27


At the first site visits, some SBRR faculty development was occurring. For
example, project faculty and external consultants were actively engaged in
expanding the understanding and application of SBRR. Faculty have provided in-
service training to teachers in the local school district to ensure that they will
provide appropriate model for teacher candidates during clinical field
placements.


5. What assessment system exists for evaluating courses, programs,
and clinical experiences. What changes have occurred within the
past three years within the unit?
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According to the external evaluators, the QACCs’ reports indicated that
the institutions presented evidence of an integrated system for evaluating
courses, clinical experiences, and programs at critical decision points. This
integrated assessment system, as well as minutes, showed program changes
that had been made within the past three years. While both candidate and
faculty performance were reviewed regularly with a goal of improving candidate
learning outcomes was included at the acceptable level, a higher standard was
expected for the target level. At the target level, candidate and faculty 
performance included not only other-assessment but also self-assessment for
improving both candidate and student learning outcomes.


Table 5 shows that 89%  of the institutions met the acceptable and target
criteria for having and using an integrated assessment system for making and
documenting program changes. The institutions rated at the unacceptable level
occurred only during the first cycle of first site visits.


Table 5. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Assessment
System


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #1 (3) 11% (15) 56% ( 9) 33%
Site Visit #1 N= 27


External evaluators pulled the following items from the QACCs’ reports to
cite evidence for integrated systems to evaluate courses, clinical experiences,
and programs at critical decision points and to document candidate performance/
improving candidate learning outcomes.
C Assessment system being revised for the College of Education--significant


changes in the assessment system included the increase of field
experience hours for candidates, a refinement in the admission
application process, and an initiation of a tutoring project. The
assessment system was being managed by a database technological
process. Sources of data included: surveys; practicum internship
evaluation; student teacher evaluation; departmental tests; Praxis I; Praxis
II; faculty evaluations by students; state process review; etc.


C Within the past three years, curricular revisions took place to ensure
coherence with state and national standards.


C As a means to track the ongoing assessment efforts, the faculty
developed an evaluation calendar which was distributed widely to all
individuals involved with the program.
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C Student teachers’ performance was evaluated by using the Division of
Education’s three Performance Assessment System check points.


C The assessment system included the use of employer satisfaction data of
teaching graduates. Follow-up assessment data of graduates was
evidenced in the report. For instance, the university was designated as an
exemplary program and placed on the National Commission on
Excellence in Reading Teacher Preparation by the International Reading
Association. This designation was based on longitudinal data for teacher
graduates who had a significant impact on students’ reading achievement.


C Data used were outlined and included: surveys of “candidates; graduates;
faculty; school partners; and employers.


C Self-assessments and other-assessments were reviewed consistently with
the goal of improving candidate and student learning outcomes. Course
evaluations included assessment measures in lesson plans, student work
samples, portfolios, reflective writing, exams and other assignments.


6. To what extent is teacher candidate licensure data maintained and
how is the data used to evaluate and improve programs?


Table 6 shows that 82% of the institutions met the acceptable and target
criteria for maintaining and using data to evaluate and improve programs. The
majority of the institutions rated at the unacceptable level occurred only during
the first cycle of site visits #1.


Table 6. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Teacher
Candidate Licensure Data 


Visit Ratings
1-Unacceptable 2-Acceptable 3-Target


Site Visit #1 ( 5) 19% (15) 56%  (7) 26%
Site Visit #1 N=27


In the QACCs’ reports, external evaluators found and cited the
following items as documentation that teacher candidate licensure data are
maintained for program, state, and national publics for gauging candidate
proficiency. These data are used to measure progress of candidates and
aggregated to evaluate and improve programs.
C Multiple assessments (e.g., assessment system, state data, and rehire data


from school districts) were described. A state verified list of program
completers-only with completed course work and pass scores on state
testing, was maintained by the department.
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C The process for maintaining teacher licensure data was efficient. Candidates
must pass PRAXIS I to enter the teacher education program and must pass
PRAXIS II for licensure. State and Title II reports remained part of the system
for three years.


C Access to PLATO allowed candidates to determine what skills they need to
strengthen.


C Faculty were being trained in the use of the Passport software, a program
designed to store, retrieve, and evaluate artifacts and other information
submitted by candidates.


C Teacher licensure data were public, according to the report of the quality
reviewer. They were disseminated in TV, radio, and print. According to the
state rating system, the university progressed from a B+ rating to an A+ rating
for 2003-2004. 


C All licensure pathways (including the new alternative program) required
courses in reading instruction.    


Table 6 shows that 26% of the institutions met the target criteria for
teacher candidate data maintenance and use for improvement. The element that
moved an SOE from acceptable to target was that there was evidence of follow-
up data that had been collected from employers. The evidence below indicates:
C Individual files were maintained on all teacher education candidates. Results


from assessments, surveys, and questionnaires were reviewed to analyze
teacher and principal evaluations of the performance of beginning teachers.  


C Data for program improvement were collected at different intervals, by
internal surveys, external surveys of graduates, accrediting agencies, and
others. The unit utilized consultants periodically to evaluate various programs,
and received comments from advisory groups. Throughout each semester,
assessments of the instructional programs occurred.


C A database was maintained in for institutional, state, and national audiences
including: Praxis scores, state exams, etc. Follow-up data was collected from
employers.


Connections and Conclusions for Site Visits #1


The RFTEN grant proposal identified five specific areas that the site visits
should have covered in order to identify strengths and weaknesses within the
unit and to identify barriers to change. Since site visits #1 occurred across each
of the three cycles, they were used to examine the connections among goals of
the project needed for the SBRR cultural shift. The external evaluators were
asked only to provide written reviews of the QACCs’ reports. The following
analysis covering the five specific areas was culled from the external evaluators’
reviews of questions 1-6 across the three cycles of the first site visits.
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First, the RFTEN project was to examine practices for hiring, evaluating, and
promoting reading faculty. Questions 3 and 5 provided data for this analysis. The
external evaluators review of QACCs’ reports revealed that many RFTEN
institutions were seeking faculty with reading expertise. Question 3–Sustainability
for Training of Candidates included an element regarding hiring of faculty at the
target level. The element was that there were position announcements that
contained notation of expectation for new faculty to have knowledge of SBRR.
Consonant with the SBRR knowledge expectation for new hires was the practice
that current reading faculty had to be high quality. At the acceptable level, the
RFTEN faculty representative had reading expertise, adequate evaluations, and
had to have the recommendation of the dean. Question 3, acceptable and target
levels had a rating of 74% (20 out of 27 evaluations).


Then, Question 5–Assessment System at the acceptable level included that
both candidate and faculty performance are reviewed regularly with a goal of
improving candidate learning outcomes. Question 5 at the target level delineated
that candidate and faculty performance include self- and other-assessment that
are reviewed regularly with a goal of improving candidate and student learning
outcomes. Question 5, Assessment System, had a rating of 89% (24 out of 27
evaluations) at the acceptable and target levels.


In summary, practices for hiring, evaluating, and promoting reading faculty
were reviewed in at least two of the site visits #1 questions with favorable results.
Faculty were evaluated regularly with a goal of improving candidate
performance. Institutions were seeking to develop and/or expand their faculty
expertise in reading and  using position announcements to set the culture for this
expectation. The connected ratings of 74% (sustainability) and 89% (assessment
system) signal that there was institutional readiness in practices for hiring and
evaluating faculty for SBRR implementation.


Second, the RFTEN project was to examine professional development for
reading faculty. Three questions (1, 2, and 4) of site visits #1 examined
professional development. Administration Support for Ongoing Professional
Development (Question 1) revealed a rating of 85% (23 out of 27 evaluations) at
the acceptable and target levels. The Administration Establishes a Learning
Community (Question 2) revealed a rating of 85% (23 out of 27 evaluations) at
the acceptable and target levels. Question 4 examined the Plan for Extending
SBRR Training to Other Faculty and had a rating of 48% (13 out of 27
evaluations) for acceptable and target combined.


In summary, professional development for reading faculty was supported
strongly by the administration in the school/college/department of education, on
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the campus, and in the community. The connected ratings of 85% for both
ongoing professional development and establishment of a learning community
signal that there was institutional readiness for SBRR implementation in
developing faculty. The emphasis in site visits #1 was on developing the RFTEN
facutly representative and developing a plan for disseminating this new
knowledge. While faculty development was a strength, development of a plan for
extending SBRR training to other faculty was revealed an area of great need.


Third, the RFTEN project was to examine success rates on state
examinations for teacher candidates and provide an analysis of areas of
weakness. This question was included only on site visits #1 as a part of gauging
an institution’s readiness. Analysis of external examination data and use in
improving candidate performance was expected to be a part of standard
operating procedure in order to begin this initiative. Question 6–Teacher
Candidate Licensure Data revealed a rating of 82% (22 out of 27 evaluations) at
the acceptable and target levels signaling a readiness for participating in the
cultural shift to SBRR implementation. 


The fourth area for examination was alignment of reading program with
NCATE accreditation standards. Reviews for this area came from Question 3–
Sustainability for Training of Candidates–at the target level. At the site visits #1,
only 15% (4 out of 27 evaluations) of QACC’s reports indicated that institutions
had accomplished this connection. Since site visits #1 assessed an institutions
readiness for the SBRR initiative, it is important to note that 59% (16 out of 27
evaluations) were at the acceptable level. The target was a higher standard than
acceptable; therefore, one could conclude that institutions had the culture for
sustaining the training of candidates even though they had not implemented and
aligned reading with NCATE accreditation standards.


The last area was examination of strategies to include the colleges of liberal
arts and sciences in improving the reading skills of teacher candidates. Question
2–Administration Establishes a Learning Community, of site visits #1 examined
this connection. Eighty-five percent (23 out of 27 evaluations) of QACC’s reports
revealed this high rating with a combination of the acceptable and target levels.
While the acceptable level had a rating of 41%, it is noteworthy that the target
level had a rating of 44%. Learning community extended into the P-12
community was included only at the target level. It is clear that institutions had
communities of learners that encompassed arts and sciences and the P-12
community. This type of culture was necessary to begin the SBRR initiative.
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Questions 2-6 – Site Visits #2 & 3 


2. What was the degree of SBRR implementation in the institution’s
reading program?


Table 7 shows 61% of the institutions met the target criterion for SBRR
implementation in the reading program by the third site visit. Course syllabi were
revised based upon feedback and communication from the reading consultant
affiliated with the Vaughn Gross Center for Reading and Language Arts
(VGCRLA) at the University of Texas at Austin. Key faculty were actively involved
and attended RFTEN national seminars. The VGCRLA reading consultants
visited the campuses and provided training to university faculty, public school
faculty, and/or students. Further evidence of SBRR implementation was noted in
candidates’ lesson plans, test results, in-class teaching demonstrations,
portfolios, etc. 


Initially, or during the second site visit, twenty-one percent of the institutions
were rated unacceptable.  There was limited or no evidence indicating the
revision of course syllabi or that candidates were being exposed or trained in
SBRR. However, by the third site visit, only 11% of institutions were rated
unacceptable which suggest the program was evolving in the institutions showing
improvement. Table 7 shows that 89% of the institutions met the criterion at the
acceptable level or higher by the third site visit.


Table 7. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: SBRR
Implementation
  
Visit Ratings


Unacceptable Acceptable Target
Site Visit #2 (5) 21% (10) 41% (9)   38%
Site Visit #3 (2) 11% (5)   28% (11) 61%


Site Visit #2  N=24
Site Visit #3  N=18


Other evidence reflecting SBRR’s implementation within the curriculum
include the attendance of additional reading and other education faculty at
national RFTEN seminars; and RFTEN faculty members sponsoring on-campus
seminars, workshops, and professional development days to share information
with colleagues.  Reading courses were introduced or added in many institutions. 
In two institutions, reading faculty met regularly and with other faculty members
to discuss the content of reading courses. In situations where reading faculty
were absent, efforts were made to employ reading personnel with the terminal
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degree. In one institution two faculty members enrolled in a graduate program to
become reading specialists. Identifying and using SBRR instructional materials
were frequently mentioned. Inservice opportunities for P-12 faculty were
sponsored by many institutions.


In addition, the effort was extended to parents. Several programs were
initiated to include parents. One such program was A Literacy Academy, a
Saturday tutoring program in which students and parents were introduced to
SBRR methods, established at a southern historical black university.


3. To what extent are institutions using available resources?


Table 8. External Evaluators Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Using Available
Resources


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #2 (6)  25% (13)  54%  (5) 21%
Site Visit #3 (2)  11% (11)  61%  (5) 28%


Site Visit #2  N = 24


Site Visit #3  N = 18


Several resources were available to participating institutions and their
representatives for support and to share information. A RFTEN website,
instructional materials, online instructional resources, a HEC online for
communication, seminars, workshops, reading consultants, QACCs, a RFTEN
newsletter and RFTEN staff were all accessible for use. Table 8 shows a total of
89% of the institutions used the available resources at the acceptable level or
better by the third site visit. Twenty-eight percent used them at the target level
suggesting all of the resources were utilized and at this level many academicians
shared information through conference presentations, published articles in
newsletters and journals, and maintained communication formally and informally
with RFTEN faculty at other institutions.


4. To what extent do candidates have the opportunity to practice SBRR in
real classrooms?


The reports revealed an emphasis on providing opportunities to practice
SBRR with children rather than a “classroom” even though there was a high level
of exposure to real classroom settings. The opportunities to practice SBRR with
children varied from after-school tutoring to directed teaching and internships.
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Eighty-nine percent of the institutions provided candidates opportunities to
practice SBRR with children with negligible change between site visits 2 and 3. 


Table 9. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports:  SBRR Practice
in Classrooms


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #2 (3)  12% (11)  46% (10) 42%
Site Visit #3 (2)  11% (  6)   33% (10) 56%


Site Visit #2  N = 24


Site Visit #3  N = 18


Reading First schools, professional development schools, low-performing
schools, and partnership schools on the elementary level collaborated with the
participating institutions of higher education to enhance the delivery of reading
instruction for their students. Several of these institutions required a 20 hour
observation experience in their reading courses. Through this experience
candidates had the opportunity to practice reading instruction in classroom
settings with P-6 students. Required clinical experiences through other
methodology classes provided opportunities to work with children in many
elementary schools. One institution provided candidates opportunities to work
with children in service learning opportunities. Many candidates tutored P-6
students using SBRR in pullout programs during school and after school
programs such as those offered by the Boys and Girls Clubs. Through reformed
teacher education programs or yearlong internships, some candidates are in
schools daily, which provided optimal opportunities for candidates to use SBRR
with P-6 students on a regular basis.


Journals, lesson plans, portfolios, and student achievement data were all
used to document candidates’ experiences in working with P-6 students and
student achievement respectively. However, in most instances, P-6 student
achievement data were anecdotal. In several site visit reports candidates
reflected that their work had impacted individual student achievement gains in
reading. However, research efforts are emerging. One institution is planning a
longitudinal study to determine the impact of their graduates on P-6 student
reading achievement and preliminary data from pilot studies are being reported.


5. What is the degree of institutional change?


According to the external evaluators, the QACCs’ reports indicated eighty-
four percent of the institutions reflected institutional change at the acceptable
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level or better by the third site visit as compared with seventy-nine percent at the
second site visit. How this was revealed varied from institution to institution. It is
best described as ‘value added’ in terms of the institution’s status in terms of
SBRR at the beginning of the project. The change varied, for instance, from
institutions providing an increased focus of the five components of SBRR in their
courses to completely revising the way they provided reading training for teacher
candidates. 


Table 10. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports: Institutional
Change


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #2 (5)  21% (11)  46% (  8) 33%
Site Visit #3 (3)  16% (  5)  28% (10) 56%


Site Visit #2 N= 24


Site Visit #3 N= 18


Evidence of institutional change reported included the following:
C Increasing the focus of SBRR in undergraduate and graduate reading


courses
C Providing opportunities for candidates to implement SBRR with P-6 students


with an emphasis and awareness of P-6 student achievement
C Offering faculty development workshops and seminars on the campus level
C Revising course syllabi to include relevant assignments promoting SBRR
C Developing research studies to determine project’s effectiveness of


graduates’ impact upon P-6 student reading achievement
C Hiring of reading faculty with the terminal degree in reading and providing


support to faculty seeking the reading specialist qualification
C Involving faculty members from the College/School/Departments of Arts and


Sciences, Liberal Arts, etc., particularly those who prepare teachers on the
secondary level


C Developing a RFTEN Center, a Reading Center, or other facilities to support
professional development and to house materials in literacy for faculty,
school-based faculty, students, and the community


C Working with public school faculty at sites of clinical and field experiences to
support SBRR  with challenged readers


C Providing SBRR workshops to public school faculty at sites of clinical and 
field experiences 


C Developing a P-6 school based Reading Challenge Program that challenged
P-6 students to read 10,000 books
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C Evaluating the components of the reading program within the institution’s
assessment system or changing the assessment system to incorporate the
emphasis on reading


C Providing RFTEN faculty and/or coordinators with release time
C Cooperating with state initiatives regarding Reading First
C Aligning the reading program with NCATE and IRA standards
C Improving academic support services for candidates in the area of reading
C Revising a degree to include an emphasis on reading for its teacher


candidates at the elementary level
C Collaborating with other higher education institutions regarding RFTEN
C Hiring an assistant dean of assessment to assist in the development of


surveys and other instruments to document the effectiveness of the program,
candidate performance, and P-6 student achievement


C Developing completely new courses in reading for elementary and middle
school degrees


C Revising the practica experiences
C Adopting new textbooks and curriculum materials to support SBRR 
C Teaching reading classes in P-6 schools


6. What is the level of institutional capacity or commitment to support
SBRR beyond the project’s duration?


Table 11. External Evaluators’ Ratings of QACCs’ Site Reports:
Institutionalization


Visit Ratings
Unacceptable Acceptable Target


Site Visit #3 ( 3) 14% (7)  33%  (11) 53%
Site Visit #3 N=21


Institutionalization was rated on the third site visit only. The results
indicate the majority of faculty participants embraced SBRR. Eighty-six percent
of the institutions were rated acceptable or better with fifty-three percent rated at
the target level. The institution’s capacity to support SBRR was noted in several
ways. Several structures such as RFTEN Resource Centers, Reading Centers,
Regional Educational Service Center and Early Childhood Centers were
developed and were currently operating to support university and public school
faculty, students, and community members. New textbooks and course materials
were purchased and adopted.  New faculty members were hired and existing
faculty members were retooled to strengthen the reading program. New courses
were developed and existing courses revised. Literacy concentrations were
made options for graduates in elementary education and those on the middle
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school level. The latter development also indicated collaboration with liberal arts
and sciences faculty, particularly in the training of teachers on the secondary
level.  Administrative and institutional support was strong in institutions rated
highly on this criterion and there was evidence of institutional modeling,
particularly by institutions whose administrators had considerable expertise in
reading. Partnerships with collaborating public schools that existed were
strengthened and new partnerships showed promise for sustained relationships
in the future.  


In addition, several programs were nominated by their presidents for
recognition and have received awards at local, state, and national levels. Many
have exemplary programs and are poised to become centers of excellence in
reading. In many institutions, faculty members and administrators were
expressing and seeking the need for additional funding to expand the program
for maximum impact. Assessment systems were updated or changed to reflect
SBRR as a competency for candidates and a strong indicator of
institutionalization occurred when SBRR was specifically referenced in the
School of Education’s conceptual framework.


 Only three institutions or 14 percent were rated unacceptable in which
institutionalization or the commitment to support SBRR was not evident.


Section V. Conclusions and Policy Implications


 The data clearly leads one to conclude that RFTEN has made an impact
in the majority of the reading teacher preparation programs of the participating
institutions. Utilizing a top-down approach involving the upper administration with
visits by QACCs to provide external support for project implementation appears
to have been a successful strategy. In a majority of the institutions SBRR was
clearly evident in the reading curricula; faculty members, students, and in some
instances, parents were using the resources; candidates had opportunities to
practice SBRR with children in a variety of settings; the degree of change
increased by the third site visit; and there was strong evidence of
institutionalization.


What policy implications can be drawn from the evidence presented?


1. Strong administrative and institutional support is needed for
effective change in programs and curriculum. In all of the participating
institutions, with one exception, administrative and institutional support
was evident. In some of the stronger programs, key administrators had
expertise in reading, literacy and/or English and provided the leadership
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for curriculum change and development. This implication supports existing
research regarding administrators’ leadership for learning.


2.  A well-trained reading faculty is needed for successful
implementation of scientifically based reading research in the
teacher preparation program. In programs that appeared to be the most
successful, faculty members embraced SBRR training and shared it with
other faculty members. Institutions with little or no faculty trained in
reading quickly realized their need and placed position announcements
for reading faculty with a Ph. D. or Ed.D. and/or sought to retool faculty to
become reading specialists. What was noteworthy was new faculty in
reading were required to have the terminal degree. Only existing faculty
members with master’s degrees were given the opportunity for retraining. 
The hiring of faculty with terminal degrees also provided many institutions
enhanced capabilities for stronger reading programs at the undergraduate
level and to develop master degree programs in reading where they do
not exist.


3.  A strong reading faculty need opportunities for continuing
professional development. In order for reading faculty to remain up to
date on best practices, current trends, and SBRR, continual professional
development opportunities are needed. What was interesting in one site
report was the enthusiasm of the faculty as they embraced the training
provided by the RFTEN project. “They were completely changed……,
asking for more training, more pointed training, and differentiated
workshops.” Many developed on-campus professional development
seminars to share information gained at conferences such as those
sponsored by RFTEN. Such renewed interest in their content, the
excitement of sharing with colleagues and the enthusiasm can only be
infectious as they work with candidates.


4. Reading programs should be aligned with NCATE accreditation
standards and those proposed by the International Reading
Association. Institutions creatively met NCATE and IRA standards as
they worked within limits mandated by state departments of education
regarding the number of credit hours for professional courses that could
be offered. Institutions offered extended clinical experiences, workshops,
yearlong internships, and seminars to meet reading content requirements
and to provide candidates multiple experiences in working with children.
This project provided many institutions the leverage to increase the
number of reading courses within their curriculum or to develop an
undergraduate concentration in reading for elementary education majors. 







In many institutions, a maximum of two courses in reading are offered to
prospective teachers on the elementary level. At the minimum, four
courses in reading are needed to provide prospective teachers the
foundation to teach reading effectively to impact P-6 student learning.


5. Involve faculty members from the colleges or liberal arts and
sciences to improve the reading skills of teacher candidates. Several
institutions shared SBRR with liberal arts and science faculty members
and department heads on their campuses. Several liberal arts and
science faculty members attended the seminars sponsored by the RFTEN
project. Through observation and anecdotal comments, these faculty
members were enlightened. Some found support and documentation for
instructional strategies already in progress while others found new ideas
to assist all students, not just teacher candidates, in handling content
material, such as chemistry and social studies.


6. Design well developed plans for program evaluation and to
determine candidates’ impact upon P-12 student learning. In an era of
accountability and budget constraints, it is almost mandatory to have well-
developed plans for program evaluation and to determine candidates’
impact upon P-6 learning. This also requires closer collaborations and
trusting relationships with public school systems. Program design,
research designs, data collection, and data analysis procedures need to
be developed collaboratively with school systems to document program
and candidate effectiveness. Many of the participating institutions shared
SBRR with public school faculty through RFTEN sponsored workshops
and seminars. With evidence to document program effectiveness,
increased passage rates on licensure examinations and P-12 student
learning, model programs could be replicated for a greater impact and
subsequent funding could be secured without concerns of squandered
resources. In this regard, it was encouraging to note some institutions
were initiating pilot studies and other research methodologies to
document program effectiveness and P-6 student learning. More is
needed.
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Reading First Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) 
Rubric for Site Visits #1 Report


Categories /


Questions


Unacceptable (1) Acceptable (2) Target (3)


Criteria Report fails to provide


evidence for this


category.


Report provides adequate


evidence for this


category.


Report provides


substantive


evidence for this


category.


Administration


Support for


On-going


Professional


Development


The president’s or


provost’s support cannot


be ascertained. No


evidence the president or


designee attended


RFTEN meetings for


presidents. Little or no


participation by the dean


is noted.  No evidence of 


scheduled meetings and


release time for faculty.


Instructional materials to


support SBRR are not


evident. Little support is


provided on-campus for


SBRR professional


development within the


unit.


The president/provost is


aware and supportive of the


project. The president/


designee or dean is


responsible for monitoring


and implementation of the


project. The president’s


designee or dean attended


RFTEN meetings. The


president’s designee or


dean supports a climate for


collaboration through the


following: release time for


faculty for scheduled


meetings within the unit to


engage in systemic


knowledge building about


SBRR; and instructional


materials to support SBRR.


The president/provost is


engaged actively in the


project, discusses the


scope of the project and the


degree to which SBRR is


being implemented at


his/her institution. The


president’s designee or


dean attended all RFTEN


meetings for presidents.


The president’s designee or


dean develops/leads a


climate for collaboration


through the following:


release time for faculty for


scheduled meetings both


on- and off-campus to


engage in systemic


knowledge building about


SBRR; and instructional


materials to support SBRR.


Administration


Establishes a


Learning


Community


Limited evidence of


collaboration among


faculty within the unit who


are responsible for


teacher candidates’


learning. Limited


collaboration with the arts


and sciences and the


professional P-12


The president/designee or


dean is responsible for


implementing a learning


community within the unit’s


conceptual framework.


There is evidence of


collaboration among faculty


within the unit who are


responsible for teacher


The president/designee or


dean is responsible for


implementing a learning


community within the unit’s


conceptual framework.


There is evidence of


collaboration among unit


faculty, arts and sciences


faculty, and P-12







Categories /


Questions


Unacceptable (1) Acceptable (2) Target (3)
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community exists. candidates’ learning. There


is evidence of review of


practice/research to


improve student learning.


The learning community


extends through the arts


and sciences.


practitioners to prepare


teacher candidates’


learning to improve student


learning.


Sustainability


for Training of


Candidates


There is limited evidence


of a plan and/or


documents to sustain the


training of pre-service


candidates in the area of


reading. The RFTEN


faculty representative has


not revised course syllabi


with feedback from the


VGCRLA reading


consultant. Field and


clinical experiences are


not carried out in school


environments that


incorporate an SBRR


approach. Partnering with


a Reading First school is


not included in the plan.


There is evidence of a plan


and/or documents to


sustain the training of pre-


service candidates in the


area of reading. The


RFTEN faculty


representative has revised


course syllabi with feedback


from the VGCRLA reading


consultant. Selected field


and clinical experiences are


carried out in school


environments that


incorporate an SBRR


approach. Partnering with a


Reading First school is


included in the plan.


Documents provide


evidence of change to


sustain the training of pre-


service candidates in the


area of reading. The


RFTEN faculty


representative and other


reading faculty have revised


course syllabi with feedback


from the VGCRLA reading


consultant. Field and


clinical experiences are


carried out in school


environments that


incorporate an SBRR


approach. Partnering with a


Reading First school is


included in the plan.


Position announcements


contain notation of


expectation that new faculty


have knowledge of SBRR.


Plan for


Extending


SBRR Training


to Other


Faculty


There is no evidence of a


plan for extending SBRR


training to other faculty


within the SOE who are


responsible for the


preparation of pre-service


teachers.


There is evidence of a plan


with timelines for extending


SBRR training to other


faculty within the SOE who


are responsible for the


preparation of pre-service


teacher candidates. The


RFTEN faculty


representative has provided


professional development


from participation with the


VGCRLA reading


consultant. 


The plan with timelines


provides for extending


SBRR training to all faculty


within the SOE who are


responsible for the


preparation of pre-service


teacher candidates.


Selected arts and sciences


faculty and public school


clinical faculty are included


in the plan. The RFTEN


faculty representative has


provided professional


development from


participation with the


VGCRLA reading


consultant. 


Assessment There is limited or no There is evidence that an There is evidence that an
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Questions


Unacceptable (1) Acceptable (2) Target (3)
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System evidence that an


integrated system exists


for evaluating courses,


clinical experiences, and


programs. 


Program changes made


within the past three years


within the unit are not


documented within the


assessment system and


program minutes.


integrated system exists for


evaluating courses, clinical


experiences, and programs


at critical decision points.


Both candidate and faculty


performance are reviewed


regularly with a goal of


improving candidate


learning outcomes.


Program changes made


within the past three years


within the unit are


documented within the


assessment system and


program minutes.


integrated system exists for


evaluating courses, clinical


experiences, and programs


at critical decision points.


Candidate and faculty


performance include self-


and other-assessment that


are reviewed regularly with


a goal of improving


candidate and student


learning outcomes.


Program changes made


within the past three years


within the unit are


documented within the


assessment system and


program minutes.


Teacher


Candidate


Licensure


Data


There is limited


documentation that


teacher candidate


licensure data are


maintained for program,


state, and national publics


for gauging candidate


proficiency.


There is evidence of


documentation that teacher


candidate licensure data are


maintained for program,


state, and national publics


for gauging candidate


proficiency. These data are


used to measure progress


of candidates and


aggregated to evaluate and


improve programs.


There is evidence of


documentation that teacher


candidate licensure data


are maintained for program,


state, and national publics


for gauging candidate


proficiency. Follow-up data


are collected from


employers. These data are


used to measure progress


of candidates and


aggregated to evaluate and


improve programs.


TOTAL


Total Overall Rating for Report: ____
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Reading First Teacher Education Network (RFTEN) 


Rubric for Site Visit 2 and 3 Report


Purpose
Quality Assurance Control Consultants conduct site visits to RFTEN institutions for the purpose of collecting data that
demonstrates the capacity of the unit to support and sustain change regarding the implementation of SBRR.  Interviews,
discussions, and examination of documents to provide the consultant with knowledge to identify strengths and
weaknesses within the unit and to identify barriers to change.


This rubric is designed to assist reviewers in determining whether the report from the on-site visit


addressed the project questions.


Category Unacceptable (1) Acceptable (2) Target (3)


    Criteria Report fails to provide


evidence for this


category.  


Report provides


adequate evidence for


this category.


Report provides


substantive evidence


for this category.


        


Institutional/


Administrative


Support for SBRR


The president’s or


provost’s support can


not be ascertained. No


evidence the president


or designee attended


RFTEN meetings for


presidents. Little or no


mention of the dean’s


role is noted.   No


evidence of


collaboration between


SBRR trained faculty,


other faculty members,


and the VGCRLA


reading consultant.


The president or provost


is supportive and clearly


aware of the project. 


The president’s


designee or dean is


directly responsible for


the monitoring and


implementation of the


project.  President or


designee attended


RFTEN meetings. 


Evidence of


collaboration among


RFTEN faculty, other


faculty members and


the VGCRLA reading


consultant.


The president or


provost is actively


engaged in the project,


discusses the scope of


the project and the


degree to which SBRR


is being implemented at


his/her institution. 


President attended all


RFTEN meetings for


presidents.  The dean is


actively involved and


may be the catalyst for


the project.  The


VGCRLA reading


consultant has been on


site and has participated


with RFTEN faculty and


other faculty members


in the planning or


implementation of


professional


development


workshops.


Degree of SBRR


Implementation in the


Institution’s Reading


Program


There is limited or no


evidence indicating the


revision of course syllabi


or contact with the


VGCRLA reading


consultant by the


RFTEN faculty


representative.  Minimal


The RFTEN faculty


representative has


revised course syllabi


with feedback from the


VGCRLA reading


consultant. Evidence of


SBRR implementation is


noted in candidates’


Course syllabi have


been revised with


continual feedback and


communication with


VGCRLA reading


consultant.  Key faculty


members have attended


RFTEN Collaborative
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information regarding


candidates’ training in


SBRR or exposure to


the SBRR model.


lesson plans, test


results, in-class


teaching


demonstrations,


portfolios, etc.


Seminars. VGCRLA


reading consultants


have made site visits


and provided training to


university faculty, public


school faculty, and/or


students.  Evidence of


SBRR implementation


is noted in candidates’


lesson plans, test


results, in-class


teaching


demonstrations,


portfolios, etc.


Category Unacceptable (1) Acceptable (2) Target (3)


    Criteria Report fails to provide


evidence for this


category.  


Report provides


adequate evidence for


this category.


Report provides


substantive evidence


for this category.


Using Available


Resources 


There is no mention of


using the following


available: resources:


-the RFTEN website


-the HEC online


-seminars and


workshops


-RFTEN staff


-RFTEN faculty at other


institutions


Use of some of the


following resources are


mentioned:


-the RFTEN website


-the HEC online


-seminars and


workshops


-RFTEN staff


-RFTEN faculty at other


institutions


There is evidence the


site has used most of


the available resources


identified and has


shared information by


posting information on


the website, submitted a


publication for the


RFTEN Newsletter,


communicated with


RFTEN staff for support


and ideas for expanding


the program.


Candidates’


Opportunity to


Practice SBRR in Real


Classrooms


Partnership with a


Reading First School or


another appropriate


school is not evident. 


There is limited or no


mention of opportunities


for candidates to


practice SBRR.


Partnership with a


Reading First School or


another appropriate


school is evident. 


Candidates are provided


opportunities to practice


SBRR in selected


clinical experiences.


There is evidence of a


strong collaborative


relationship with a


Reading First School or


another public school. 


Evidence of candidates’


opportunity to practice


SBRR is reflected


throughout the


curriculum in Level 1, 2,


and 3 clinical


experiences. 


Candidates are


evaluated and provided


support for


implementing SBRR by
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their cooperating


teacher and university


supervisor in a Reading


First or another


appropriate school.


Degree of Institutional


Change


Little evidence is


provided documenting


institutional change.


Revision of course


syllabi, VGCRLA


support, faculty


development seminars,


curriculum changes,


and documentation of


candidates’ knowledge


are not discussed.


Some evidence is


provided documenting


institutional change. 


Examples include


revision of course


syllabi, attendance at


RFTEN Collaborative


Seminars, collaboration


with other institutional


faculty members,


planning and offering


professional


development seminars,


and candidates’


knowledge and use of


SBRR.


The majority of the


indicators listed under


the ‘acceptable’


category are included. 


In addition there is


evidence that specific


assessments, surveys,


questionnaires, and/or


pilot studies have been


developed to evaluate


curriculum changes,


candidates’ knowledge,


and candidates’ impact


upon PK-6 student


learning.


Institutionalization


(Third Site Visit Only)


There is no evidence of


institutional capacity or


commitment to support


SBRR beyond the


project’s duration.


Administrative and


faculty commitment are


evident.  SBRR has


been embraced


particularly by the


reading faculty and most


likely will continue


beyond the funding


period.  Institutional


capacity is noted.


Most of the structures


put into place (i.e.


faculty development


seminars, curriculum


changes, and revision of


course syllabi) to


support SBRR will most


likely remain.  Reading


and other faculty


members have


embraced SBRR. 


There is indication of


institutional capacity, a


strong commitment, and


administrative support


to continue beyond the


scope and support of


the project.


TOTAL


Total Overall Rating for Report:  _________________
______________________
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